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The reinvention of modern Environmentalism around 1970 told us two things. They’ve stuck with us ever since. One was Pogo’s lament: “We have met the enemy and he is us” (Dunaway 2000). Two: the source of “the environmental crisis” – which did not then exist – was the manifestation of an eternal conflict. “Too many people” were pressing against the earth’s “carrying capacity” (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1968, xi). The tap-root of too many people? “Billions of years of evolution” (ibid., 29). Populationism, long the “scientific” abode of policymakers, became a unique blend of metaphysics in the popular imagination: the cause of war, famine, pollution and inequality (Robertson 2012; Moore 2022a).

It was not a novel formulation, although in 1968 its newfound traction amongst young professionals and students was. We’ll circle back to that class demography in a moment. For now, let me underline capitalism’s long Malthusian cycle, defined by the periodic resurgence of bourgeois naturalism and claims of Good Science in eras of popular revolt and global restructuring. The Ehrlichs’ populationism was embedded in one such moment.

Malthus had of course formulated a similar thesis – but without the Ehrlichs’ ecocatastrophism – two centuries earlier (1798). The problem, however, goes beyond demography, which emerged as a crucial scientific pillar of postwar American imperialism (Ross 1998). Malthus and the Ehrlichs agreed that the source of inequality was not enclosure, exploitation, and imperialism, but a highly mathematized natural law.

Missed in the radical critique is the essence of the Malthusian formulation. Its essence was never reducible to human numbers, although this loomed large in 1798 and 1968. Rather, the long Malthusian cycle fuses two entwined ideological claims into Nature (Moore 2021a, 2022b). In one, Nature is reduced to substances to be managed and instrumentalized. In the other, Nature is conceptualized as ahistorical and determining: as natural law beyond the history of human sociality. Although malleable, natural
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law and natural conditions could be negotiated. This could be done negatively, as with the “savages” living in “states of nature” identified by Locke (Arneil 1996). Here one finds in Nature humans without reason: savages. Or it could be pursued positively, carried out by the Enlightened Civilizers whose virtue and “rational mastery of the world” might allow for managing the guest list at “nature’s mighty feast” (Moore 2022b; quotations, respectively, Weber 1951: 248; Malthus 1803: 531)

Malthusian moments recurred in successive eras of anti-colonial, peasant and proletarian revolt. Even before Malthus’s First Essay hit the bookstores in 1798, its pulsations span the history of capitalism: from early modernity’s gendered primitive accumulation to classical Malthusianism to eugenics and neo-Malthusianism (Federici 2004; McNally 1993; Chase 1977; Robertson 2012). Its remit was never overpopulation – as Federici’s account of early capitalist proletarianization and its irreducibly gendered “proletarian struggles” reminds us (2004: 80).

This long Malthusian cycle brewed the ideological alchemy of Good Science and the Civilizing Project (Moore 2021a, 2022c). Each moment produced new scientific and imperial regimes that simultaneously mapped, secured, and justified ever more extensive and violent appropriations of unpaid work/energy for capital. Every moment of enclosing waste (the commons) involved grand movements creating waste on the frontiers. In this long history of natural law, Good Science has been mobilized not only as a “productive force” but as the ideological cement for securing the “general interest” (Marx 1973, 694ff; Marx and Engels 2010, 60-61). Thus Rationality’s decisive ideological function for successive class compacts between ruling strata and the scientific, administrative, and military strata – today reckoned as a professional-managerial class – necessary for endless accumulation (Wallerstein 1983).

Across the long arc of monopoly capitalism, beginning in the 1870s, the problem of limits was practically, institutionally, and ideologically defined as a problem of resource management and scarcity (Marsh 1864; Bavington 2002; Baran and Sweezy 1966). This was indeed the priority of America’s “first” Environmentalism, from which Taylorist scientific management emerged (Nash 2014; Moore 2022d). Many “second wave” Environmentalists after 1970 took this premise at face value – dramatized by Ehrlich and
Simon’s famous “bet” over commodity prices – and continue to do so (Guha 2000; Sabin 2013; Meadows et al. 1972).

A significant literature has challenged that emphasis in recent years. The “waste of nations” has entered the scholarly imagination as never before (Dowd 1989). It’s a literature that raises a decisive question – one rarely posed by critical waste studies, or academic Environmental Studies as a whole – that goes beyond toxification.²

What if capitalism’s decisive socio-ecological limit turns not on population- or class-driven resource scarcity after all, but toxification and generalized overpollution? What if those limits were not purely substantialist, but relational? What if we situated overpollution within the imperial bourgeoisie’s sacrifice zone strategies? Marco Armiero puts this question to us in a beautiful little book called the Wasteocene (2020).

If you’ve had enough with the Popular Anthropocene and its torrent of “critical” Cenes, don’t despair (Chwałczyk 2020; Moore 2017a). Armiero is doing something different – and so am I.

Wasteocene illuminates an essential capitalist logic: every moment of capital accumulation requires the political creation of “sacrifice zones… [of] wasted people and places” (Armiero 2020, 2, 10). That wasting implicates far more than pollution and facile discussions of inefficiency; it signifies the absurd and horrific logic of squandering and devaluing human and extra-human life under the law of value (Moore 2017e). Armiero’s waste is not a set of dangerous substances as such. It is a dialectical process, a relation, not simply a substance but a strategy and terrain of class struggle and exploitation. To borrow an old chestnut from resource economics: waste is not; it becomes (Zimmermann 1951, 814-15).

---
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Armiero’s provocation thereby unsettles the Popular Anthropocene and its imperial Environmental Imaginary. He is among the few dissidents who understand that the Anthropocene is not merely a fashionable term; it’s a cultural formation, an ideological battleground, a “narrative struggle” (2020: 23). It’s an apt turn of phrase. It reminds scholars that we are not quibbling over language; we are not throwing our favorite phrases and conceptions against others (Marx and Engels 2010). We are debating patterns and turning points in world history. This is true even and especially when critical scholars ignore those histories – as they typically do (Moore 2022d).

That world-historical lacuna makes for more than inadequate theory (Marx and Engels 2010). It makes for terrible politics. Our narratives inform everything about our climate politics. Stories of climate crisis driven by too many people, too much carbon dioxide, too much consumption… these favor politics starkly different from an account of the climate crisis driven by the Capitalocene, Wasteocene and the capitalogenic logic of death and devaluation – of laying waste.

I want to take the argument one step further, towards a question Armiero, waste studies, and even the Critical Anthropocene has not posed. What are the interpretive and political implications of joining waste and laying waste in the history of capitalism? And how might the insights won from that dialectic help us reimagine a socialist politics of planetary transition, struggling to be born under the cultural hegemony of the Environmentalism of the Rich?

**From the Columbian Invasions to Spaceship Earth**

How many remember *Spaceship Earth*, the Green super-metaphor of the 1970s (Fuller 1969; Höhler 2015; Moore 2023a)? Like Spaceship Earth, the Anthropocene and its cognates deploy Good Science to convert the messy and contentious politics of climate crisis into techno-scientific management problems. It represents something akin to the repressed unconscious of the imperial bourgeoisie – think the World Economic Forum’s

---

3 The literature is vast. Major expressions of the Popular Anthropocene include Hamilton 2017; Chakrabarty 2021; Wallace-Wells 2019; McNeill and Engelke 2016. Critical assessments include Demos 2017; Bonneuil and Fressoz 2016; Moore 2017a, 2022e.
Great Reset (Witt 2022). Its ambition is to “solve” the climate crisis through a new mode of production led by the super-rich and administered by an internationalist Green technocracy (Moore, 2021a, 2022e). The Popular Anthropocene – and the broader eco-industrial complex of Green parties, universities, government ministries, NGOs and Foundations in which it’s embedded – is a textbook case of an anti-politics machine (Ferguson 1990; Swyngedouw 2011; Moore 2021a). Let’s call that eco-industrial complex the Environmentalism of the Rich (after Dauvergne 2016; Moore 2022f). Like Development in an earlier era, the Anthropocene expresses imperialist class politics through superficially apolitical arguments for planetary management. It insists that the answers to the planetary crisis can be found in Good Science and “earth-system governance” rather than a radical extension of democracy.4

The Wasteocene lays bare the bourgeois conceit that pollution and toxification – including atmospheric carbonization – are “environmental” consequences of inefficient economic management. The poisoning of life and land and sea, Armiero argues, is not a “bug” in an otherwise optimal operating system; it’s a feature. It’s a key consequence, and an ongoing terrain, of the worldwide class struggle in the web of life.

The lineages of today’s Environmentalism of the Rich reach deeply into the capitalist past. In stark contrast to the Anthropocene’s flight from world history – that past is not dead, but very much alive (Moore 2022d). It is a history of waste: of pollution and toxification; and it’s a history of laying waste: of imperial power and militarized accumulation. This dialectic animates the Wasteocene’s world-historical logic of producing “wasted people and wasted places” (Armiero 2020: 10).

The origins of that logic are found in the rise of capitalism during the long sixteenth century (Armiero 2020: 8-9; Wallerstein 1974; Moore 2003a, 2003b, 2007, 2017c, 2018, 2021b). Golden spikes notwithstanding, it’s clear that 1492 was a geobiological watershed. Within a half-century, a capitalist Pangea was created, biologically unifying Old and New Worlds in a fashion unknown since the supercontinent drifted apart 175 million years earlier. This was the so-called Columbian Exchange (Crosby 1972). (Exchange. What a deliciously neoliberal turn of phrase!)

4 An expressive intellectual expression of such managerialism is Dryzek and Pickering 2019; for a critique of the managerialist worldview, see Moore 2021a.
Within a century, the Columbian invasions co-produced capitalism’s first great climate crisis. Once considered a biological accident, the depopulation of the Americas is better understood as the outcome of slaving, evangelizing, and village “reductions” – all Cheap Labor strategies (Cameron, Kelton and Swedlund 2015). As indigenous modes of life were laid waste, their numbers collapsed. Forests regenerated. Agriculture retreated. And the atmosphere decarbonized (Lewis and Maslin 2015). Here was an “Anthropocene event,” if you will, with a decidedly capitalogenic wrinkle. It amplified natural forcing to co-produce the “long, cold seventeenth century” (1550-1700) (Ladurie and Daux 2008; Parker 2013). It was the coldest moment of the Little Ice Age, itself the coldest period of the past 8,000 years (Wanner, Pfister and Neukom 2022).

Such cold periods are – or should I say, were – a recurrent feature of Holocene climate. They have often been moments of civilizational crisis. Feudalism’s crisis was tightly connected with the onset of the Little Ice Age. The Roman West’s crisis followed the sunset of the Roman Climate Optimum and the arrival of the Dark Ages Cold Period (Patel and Moore 2017; Harper 2017).

Climate may not be destiny, but it’s unwise to think that the metabolisms of class society are free from climate determination. Such climate shifts have often been profoundly destabilizing for ruling classes. And so it was in the long, cold seventeenth century. An era that began with capitalist triumph – the Brazilian sugar planting and Andean silver mining revolutions, the first great financial revolution in the Dutch Republic, the shipping and shipbuilding revolutions – ended with catastrophic world war and political crisis. The first of three major Thirty Years Wars (1618-48) devastated the Germanies for more than a century; meanwhile, just outside London, Cromwell, having decapitated Charles I, found himself wondering what to do with a proletarian army and its dangerously “commonist” sympathies (Parker 2013; Linebaugh and Rediker 2000; Arrighi 2010; Moore, 2010a, 2010b).

The story of the era’s climate fix – one that rescued capitalism from the epochal crises experienced by its feudal and Roman predecessors – cannot be told here (see
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5 I am tweaking the earth-system rendering of Anthropocene Event for a geohistorical reckoning that identifies multiple punctuated moments of capitalist environment-making; see Gibbard, et al. 2022; on capitalogenic climate change, see Moore 2017b.
Moore 2021a). Allow me to spotlight one decisive moment. The long, cold seventeenth century was a developmental – rather than epochal – crisis because the Empires were able to cohere ramshackle but effective forms of planetary management. These managerial strategies were necessary to move from the initial “plunder” economies to productivist complexes – like those in sugar planting and silver mining – that required on-site management of unhappy and coerced workforces. Those brutal technical divisions of labor had to be coordinated – managed – across geographical divisions of labor on a scale unprecedented in human history. The latter was significant, lest regional economies withdraw from the global circuits of capital. Its chief expressions were new, thoroughly rationalized, forms of geopower: the explosive growth of cadastral surveying, a cartographic revolution, census-taking, and quantification in all domains of power, profit and life (Moore 2015a, 2018). The new “means of mental production” aspired to nothing less than the “measure of reality” (Marx and Engels 2010: 60; Crosby 1997).

Meanwhile, the Cartesian Revolution established the managerial premise of this new “rational mastery of the world.” The Revolution separated, and elevated, the managers (“thinking substances”) from the riff-raff of “extended substances” (Descartes 1996; Moore 2021a). Centuries later, Braverman codified this as the “separation of conception from execution” in scientific managerialism (1998, 79). Its origins were tightly bound with the gendered counter-revolution, aimed at fixing the era’s underproduction of labor-power through new forms of cultural domination. As Federici explains, its novelty was a forced marriage of dualism and managerialism. Descartes’

reduction of the body to mechanical matter allow[ed] for the development of mechanisms of self-management that make the body the subject of the will…
The outcome is a redefinition of bodily attributes that makes the body, ideally at least, suited for the regularity and automatism demanded by the capitalist work-discipline (2004: 140).

Here was the civilizational operating system for an audacious climate fix that killed two birds with one stone. On the one hand, its imperial fix restructured production and re-
production from Brazil to the Baltic. On the other, it was a managerial-technocratic fix that crystallized a new geocultural order (Moore 2010a, 2010b, 2021a).

Enter capitalism’s Civilizing Project and its double register of Cheap Nature. It was at once ruthlessly cost-reducing and committed to the cultural devaluation of the lives and labors of Nature. That Nature, the ruling abstraction, encompassed not just birds and bees, but all manner of “savage” populations. The ruling abstraction, Nature, became a practical ideological guide that directed law, legitimate violence, and cultural power to secure unpaid work/energy. Cheap Nature became a strategy to secure everything, human and extra-human, that the bourgeoisie wanted, and for which it could not (or did not wish to) pay. The stage was set for an entirely novel trinity that defines the contemporary climate conjuncture: the climate class divide, climate apartheid and climate patriarchy (Moore 2019, 2021c, 2022c).

If the origins of planetary management took shape not in the 1970s, but during the rise of capitalism – think of Iberian botanical imperialism and Evelyn’s (1664) call for effective forest management – there is also a middle-run history that centers on American imperialism (Cañizares-Esguerra 2004; Robertson 2012; Ross 1998). It is a history that has been thoroughly erased by the Popular Anthropocene and its Critical variants (e.g., McNeill and Engelke 2016).

Environmentalism, Environmental Studies & the Professional-Managerial Class

Although Environmentalism in the imperialist countries is sometimes regarded as a movement of the political left, a closer look suggests a different interpretation (Dowie 1996). Its world history coincides with the Anthropocene’s “Great Acceleration” – a narrative cleansed of class, empire and science in the American reconstruction of capitalism after World War II (McNeill and Engelke 2016). This despite scholarly recognition of Big Science’s centrality in American world hegemony (Selcer 2018; Hamblin 2013; Edwards 1996).

The divide between Anthropocenic narratives and the history of imperialism is therefore non-accidental, which is to say ideological. Whether or not its practitioners are fully conscious of this ideology is beside the point – indeed, ideology functions in great mea-
sure through its capacity to suppress such awareness, which would lead to reflexive critique and demystification. Environmentalism, because it integrates material purpose, scientific rationality, and moral virtue, is unusually effective in promoting such scholarly doxa (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992).

Hence the significance, well beyond environmental affairs, of the Environmentalism of the Rich and the Popular Anthropocene as cultural formation. They are significant expressions of Fraser’s (2019) “progressive neoliberalism” – forms of identity-reductionist, “virtue hoarding” and single-issue politics delinked from broad-based working class demands for the democratization of investment, production, and social reproduction (Liu 2021). Within the academy, the new Environmentalism manifested in Environmental Studies. From the outset, it was dominated by a professional-managerial logic that “has rendered knowledge safe for power, thereby making it more dangerous than ever to the larger human prospect” (Orr 2004, 100-101; also Huber 2019).

Its Critical expression is committed to forms of surficially radical critique that denies the centrality of capitalism – shorthand for the world-historical dynamics of class, capital, and empire in the web of life – in the climate crisis. Since the Criticals can only imagine the specific and concrete in fragmented terms, capitalism in such approaches can only be recognized in fragmented form, typically through straw person exercises that reduce capitalism to an economic formation. So with the Critical Anthropocene and the Cene Craze (e.g. Haraway, et al. 2016). The Criticals cast themselves as radical critics of the Anthropocene – think Plantationocene, Technocene, Eurocene and all the rest.⁶ At the end of the day, however, they incorporate its basic approach, proposing and assembling multiple reductionisms in place of the binarized reductionism Man and Nature.

In a fit of causal pluralism, the Criticals insist at every turn that the imperial bourgeoisie’s world-historical responsibility must be “complicated,” a term that often embraces a narrow empiricism – Latour’s concept of the Earthbound is only a dramatic instance. (Leading to, amongst other claims, a “defense… of the European Homeland” [Latour 2018; for a critique see Moore 2021a, 2022c].) These Critical Anthropocenes

⁶ See respectively Wolford 2020; Hornborg 2016; Grove 2017; for a survey, Chwalczyk 2020.
propose a fragmented pluralization of human sociality in the web of life, invoking metaphysical conceptions of civilization, race, gender and colonialism over dialectical reconstructions of difference-in-unity (Marx 1973: 99; Moore 2022a). Like the Popular Anthropocene, the Criticals embrace a mode of interpretation that privileges parts over wholes, not-so-paradoxically producing a chaotic coexistence of particularist reductionism and promiscuous generalization (Moore 2017d).

One traces the lineages of the Popular and Critical Anthropocenes to the era of Spaceship Earth environmentalism (Höhler 2015). The metaphor is apt because it was so readily appropriated by ruling class figures in the mid-1960s and prefigures the massification of Environmentalism after 1968. Spaceship Earth was coined by the quirky architect and visionary R. Buckminster “Bucky” Fuller in the early 1960s (1969). It was quickly seized upon by Adlai E. Stevenson, who used the term in a United Nations address in 1965 – his last major speech. Barbara Ward, an imperialist Labour Party intellectual, immediately wrote a short book on world order entitled with Fuller’s newly-minted phrase (1966). Importantly, for Stevenson and Ward Spaceship Earth was an imaginary of American world order and Cold War Developmentalism – not the biosphere. (Although there was a biospheric scientific infrastructure organized through postwar American hegemony [Selcer 2018].) It was but a short step to a value-oriented retrofit around “the Environment.” Ward made that transition seamlessly. She became the first major organic intellectual of the new eco-industrial complex, as it took shape through the 1972 Stockholm Conference and the subsequent formation of the UN Environmental Program (Dubois and Ward 1972; Selcer 2018).

Until 1970, Environmentalism had always been an elite – and imperialist – affair. Its demography changed apace with the unusual legitimation crisis of the late 1960s. Among American capitalism’s strategic contradictions was the postwar era’s massive enlargement of White Collar occupations (Mills 1951). By the Sixties, the expansion of the welfare-warfare state induced a temporary rupture in the universities’ capacity to socialize the new would-be professionals. Their ranks had swelled beyond the „old“ White Collar strata. The new arrivals were different; these were the daughters and sons of
truck drivers and nurses, autoworkers and waitresses (Ehrenreich and Ehrenreich 1977a, 1977b). By the late 1960s, blue-collar blues were becoming white-collar woes. Students and young professionals moved sharply to the left. New Left radicalization threatened to get out of hand, as young professionals formed radical caucuses at a rapid clip – punctuated by 1967’s New University Conference (Schrecker 2019). Although most students did not identify as radical, a majority entertained ideas of radical change coming from “outside the system,” as a May 1970 Harris Poll underscored (Scranton 1970, 47-49).

In a long story that cannot be told here, “second wave” Environmentalism after the first Earth Day (1970) became a prefigurative “wedge” issue to bring the professional-managerials back into the fold. Environmentalism split New Left anti-establishment and anti-imperialist sentiment from centrist-liberal eco-managerialism, dressed up with individualized virtue signaling. It was a bargain for the ruling class. On the economic front, the PMC could be enlisted into what became the neoliberal project at pennies on the dollar compared to redistributionary proposals. All it took was a modest increase in real wages and reassurances that the White Collars were not like the other workers. It was one thing to integrate, say 10-20 million new professionals into a new social compact. It was quite another to integrate 100+ million urban and industrial workers, who could at any rate be divided, pacified, and defunded relatively cheaply. The history is clear: the PMC was modestly enlarged and awarded modest raises while the rest of the working class suffered wage repression and mass incarceration.

Through Environmentalism – although not only Environmentalism – White Collar boomers could be satisfied on the economic and value fronts. This made it easy to forget the blue collar majority, for whom they never much cared, even in their New Left days. Starting with Carter in ’76, it became the winning combination for neoliberal De-
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7 The professional-managerial class is not a class but cultural formation (Liu 2021), and subset of proletarian relations that demand professional certification where employment is regulated through what David Gordon and his colleagues call a “primary labor market” (Gordon, Edwards and Reich 1982). These labor markets tend to offer relatively greater job security and rising incomes across the life course. As the Ehrenreichs noted in 2013, this labor market has been undermined since the Great Recession of 2008-10 (Ehrenreich and Ehrenreich 2013). For the original debate over the PMC, see Walker 1979. The Ehrenreichs’ thesis (2013) on the ongoing demise of the PMC finds growing support in the White Collar purge unfolding in Tech and other sectors in the run-up to deepening economic turbulence as of this this writing (Cambon 2023).
mocratic politics. Progressive neoliberalism finds one of its primary sources here: the rise of second-wave Environmentalism. Combining old-fashioned elitism and managerialism with a new mass PMC base, it offered a values politics that never threatened imperial hegemony abroad and the gutting of working class power at home. (The rightwing expression was the New Right’s market-oriented evangelism.)

The PMC realignment reshaped Environmentalism in ways that were deeply compatible with neoliberalism – and with us still. Let’s be clear that the new Environmentalism did not take shape out of mass protest against toxification. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring was ideologically unacceptable because it targeted the corporate sources of “biocides” (1962: 8). A Carson-type Environmentalism had enemies. It contradicted Pogo’s lament: “We have met the enemy and he is us.” When the anti-toxic movement emerged after Love Canal in 1978, it was led by working-class women like Lois Gibbs – ostracized by Big Green and who refused to identify as an Environmentalist (Gottlieb 2005).

For good reason. After 1968, second-wave Environmentalism, especially but not only in the U.S., cared about pollution – but mostly when it spilled on the beaches of affluent Santa Barbara, and virtually never when it came to workers (Guha 2000; Montrie 2011). California farmworkers, Louisiana chemical workers, West Virginia coal miners, New York working class mothers and their children, Black working-class communities across the American South – these became “sacrifice populations” for capital (Moore 2022a). The new Environmentalism provided moral cover for capital’s sacrifice zone strategy at home – and abroad. Progressive neoliberalism at home implied and necessitated “military neoliberalism” abroad (Fraser 2019; Retort 2005). This was not accidental. For the new Environmentalism, workers anywhere in the world were part of the problem – not the solution.

The Limits to Empire & the Limits to Growth: Laying Waste in the Web of Life

Environmentalism, as luck would have, has more than a longstanding race and class problem. It has an imperialism problem. (They are intimately linked.) The problem was apparent from the first Earth Day. Drawing twenty million Americans to teach-in events
in and around April 22, 1970, no one confused Earth Day (and Week) for Chicago-style Days of Rage. In its front-page coverage the next day, *The New York Times* likened it to Mother’s Day – and environmentalism in these years was often likened to a “motherhood” issue (Robertson 1970).

Unlike Mother’s Day, however, the new Environmental Imaginary had little room for antiwar politics. A week after the first Earth Day, South Vietnamese and American forces rolled into Cambodia under Nixon’s orders. The invasion sparked the largest anti-war mobilization in American history. Over four million students – half the American university student population – poured onto the streets of 1,350 campuses. The University of California and California State University systems were shut down. Governors mobilized National Guard units twenty-four times. In Ohio and Mississippi, they opened fire on students, killing four at Kent State and two at Jackson State University (Sale 1973, 445ff).

Meanwhile, the Earth Day infrastructure – and the Environmentalist majors – was nowhere to be found. What merits attention is not only the New Environmentalism’s complicity in American imperialism at the moment of the antiwar movement’s greatest influence; but also the historiography’s silence on the relation of environmentalism and imperialism. If the former remains something of a riddle, the latter makes it nearly impossible to raise the question: Where is Environmentalism in the anti-war and anti-imperialist struggle?

That question is even more relevant today than it was in 1970. It’s with us still in the Popular Anthropocene – and its Critical expressions. As most of us know by now, the term was coined in 2000 by Stoermer and Crutzen. It was the neologism that launched a thousand ships. But hardly anyone wanted to address American unipolarity and its endless wars since 2002. No one has pointed out that one-third of America’s 500-plus military interventions have occurred since 1999 (Military Interventions Project 2022; Torreon 2017). *Anthropocene* appears in tens of thousands of scholarly articles and books. None (to my knowledge) have foregrounded the pivotal role of the American war

---

8 Sale 1993; Shabecoff 2003; Rome 2013. Tellingly, the only account I could find that offers even a narrative mention of the coincidence of Earth Day and the invasion is an undergraduate honors thesis from fifteen years ago! See Henn 2007: 86-87.
machine, its regime change politics, and its unipolar fantasies in the drive to the planetary inferno. When this happens – that is when the sample size is big enough – we know it’s not happenstance but a designated function.

The Popular Anthropocene bears all the marks of a longstanding imperial Environmentalism. It’s distinctive in its contempt for workers at home, generally viewed as “deplorables” (after Hillary Clinton’s arrogant characterization) (Merica and Tatum 2016). Abroad, the hatred of the working class is resignified through race, only reinforcing the contempt. PMC liberals cringed in 2015 when then-candidate Trump referred to Mexican immigrants as drug-dealing rapists: “not the right people” (Time Staff 2015); and again three years later when he called Haiti and several African states “shithole countries” (in Davis, Stolberg and Kaplan 2018).

They may have cringed. But Trump was just saying the quiet part out loud. Deplorable and Shithole Country are simply different ways of doing the same thing: demonizing the world’s working-class and peasant majority. For the past century – especially since 1970 – the Environmentalism of the Rich has either agreed with, or failed to oppose, the American Empire’s policy of creating “wasted people and wasted places” across the world and Latin America in particular (Moore 2022a). It’s been robustly anti-immigrant (e.g. Ehrlich, Bilderbach and Ehrlich 1979; see Park and Pellow 2013). And I can think of no Big Green organization that condemned, and mobilized against, America’s bloated war machine and its bloody recovery from the Vietnam Syndrome. Environmentalists may not call Haiti a shithole country, but none of its representatives lifted a finger when Haiti’s democratically elected government, led by Jean-Bertrand Aristide, was overthrown in two U.S-backed coups (1991 and 2004). Nor was Big Green concerned about the violent ecologies of structural adjustment anywhere in Latin America and the rest of the South in the Eighties, a “slow violence” enabled by US-backed Third World oligarchs and US-trained death squads (Faber 1992; Chomsky and Herman 1979). Trump’s transgression was to state clearly the conventional wisdom of the American ruling class and its professional-managerial cadres – but without the centrist-liberal handwringing that Environmentalists perform when faced with the Empire’s crimes.
From its origins, as we’ve seen, post-1970 Environmentalism has remained silent about – and therefore complicit in – America’s endless wars and the apocalyptic practice of unipolar hegemony. From Vietnam to Iraq to any number of “low-intensity” conflicts and counter-insurgency operations worldwide, post-1970 Environmentalism has been silent on neoliberalism’s horrific marriage of capital-intensive war and disposable labor, life, and landscapes (Moore 2022a). Nor is this a strictly American phenomenon. Consider the German Green Party’s recent support for massive rearmament – the greatest since the 1930s – in support of NATO expansion (Solty 2022).

As the example of Haiti attests – where the world’s first national liberation movement won independence – this imperialist ecology has a long history. The neoliberal moment is just the latest in a five-century history of laying waste to countries that dare challenge the imperial distribution of wealth, power and poverty. Little in this is new – save that the sacrifice zone strategy now extends to the biosphere. Hence the acceleration of the climate crisis and its increasingly militarized contradictions.

Imperialism is, amongst other things, the management of Cheap Nature on a world-scale. The American Century was no different. Here is Isaiah Bowman, one of the founders of American academic geography and an organic intellectual of the ruling class (Smith 2004). Writing in 1924, Bowman reflected on the resource problems occasioned by America’s entry into the First World War: “Formerly our international relations concerned us little, largely because we had plenty of natural resources at home; now they concern us much, for we have now to give earnest thought to ultimate resources, wherever they may be in the world” (Bowman 1924, 59, emphasis added).

Nearly a half-century later, 1972’s The Limits to Growth sounded a similar concern, albeit in less ethnocentric terms (Meadows et al. 1972). It’s an extraordinarily resilient framing, one that still animates neo-Malthusian “overshoot” – and even many ecosocialist – narratives (Catton 1980). Capitalism, on the bourgeois view, is limited and contested not by class struggles, but by its “stocks of… physical resources, since they are the ultimate determinants of the limits to growth” (Meadows et al. 1972, 45).

The pioneering contribution of the Meadows and their colleagues was to move beyond the one-sided determination of resource limits. This argument from Limits has
been underappreciated (but see Parenti 2012). If the overall trajectory of Limits was de-
cidedly neo-Malthusian, the Meadows team approached pollution in a manner that was
indebted to dissident scientists like Rachel Carson (1962) and Barry Commoner (1971).
The argument ran something like this: Growth induces a non-linear, geometric increase
in pollution. This produces non-linear impacts on the qualitative conditions of biospheric
reproduction, including human health. Presciently, the Limits group identified toxifica-
tion’s qualitative and temporal character: “[When it comes to] the earth’s capacity to ab-
sorb pollution… the presence of natural delays in ecological processes increases the
probability of underestimating the control measures necessary, and therefore of inadver-
tently reaching those upper limits” (Meadows et al. 1972, 69). (A matter to which we’ll
turn presently.)

The implication? The decisive biophysical contradictions are not confined to re-
source supply – the question of so-called “taps.” Rather, Limits’ authors suggested, the
question of “sinks” may well pose uniquely intractable problems for “economic growth,”
further amplifying global inequality. The two are closely tied. That’s what we see in the
climate crisis, as continued atmospheric carbonization overwhelms terrestrial and
aquatic sinks and stokes the planetary inferno. That inferno, in turn, is suppressing agri-
cultural and labor productivity, the real basis of capital accumulation (Moore 2010e,
2015a, 2015b, 2021b). The accumulation of waste is a limit to capital.

**From Surplus Value to Surplus Pollution: Civilizing Projects & the General Law of
Overpollution**

Armiero’s signal contribution is to explore these questions of the limits to capital from
the standpoint of “wasted people and places” (2020: 23). This is not a wasting of things
or substances but of the relations that make and unmake those relational entities. It il-
luminates a constitutive moment of the Capitalocene (Moore 2016, 2017c, 2018). In
contrast to the Popular and Critical Anthropocenes, the Capitalocene is a family of con-
cepts and geopoetics – Necrocene, Polemocene, Proletarocene, and now Wasteocene
– that foregrounds capitalism as a world-ecology of power, profit and life. For Capitalocene and Wasteocene, capitalism is not a “social” factory of “environmental” consequences; it is a class society that produces changes in the web of life and is, in the same breath, produced through those webs of life (Moore 2015a). Above all, against the Cene Craze’s current, the Wasteocene is not a fragment but an expressive moment of capitalism as a whole.

Taken as an organic whole, Capitalocene and Wasteocene contribute to a richer conception of capitalism’s general law of overpollution. It is a “general law” in the sense of Marx’s Hegelian reckoning of capitalism’s world-historical tendencies and counter-tendencies (Sweezy 1946: 11-22). Just as the general law of capitalist accumulation renders “the accumulation of misery a necessary condition, corresponding to the accumulation of wealth,” the general law of overpollution makes increasingly toxic accumulations a “necessary condition” of the endless accumulation of capital (Marx 1977: 799). Building on previous formulations of capital’s “first” and “second” contradictions, the general law of overpollution recognizes two dynamics in its synthesis (O’Connor 1998). It addresses the spatial polarization towards ideological and biophysical “cleanliness” and “contamination” (Armiero 2020: 10). It also implicates the violence of accumulation. Even if Armiero pulls his punches regarding militarized accumulation, he demonstrates how capitalism’s sacrifice zone strategy is not merely an output of an economic logic; it constitutes this logic, entangling class, capital, and geocultural domination at every step. This historical-geographical movement maps onto Hage’s reckoning of the Civilizing Project, ongoing primitive accumulation, and manifold expressions of the world color line (2017). As Hage highlights,

The idea that capitalist societies produce and need savage spaces… reinforces the idea that the violence and discrimination that characterizes racism is not an aberration of democratic societies but a permanent feature associated with the government and exploitation of colonized spaces. But the logic of primitive accumulation tells us more than that two different spaces exist: it tells us that the civilized space of legality

---

9 Crucial interventions include Antonacci 2021; Brenner 2019; Brookes 2020; McBrien 2016; The Salvage Collective 2021.
and democracy is dependent on the racist colonial space of unregulated accumulation for its existence, sustenance, and regeneration... Primitive accumulation, then, helps us delineate a state of permanent oscillation between two coexisting states of the social, the civilized and the uncivilized, as the very definition of capitalist social normality. The logic of the “tendency of the rate of profit to fall” that propels this normal oscillation also offers an explanation of how it can degenerate into crisis. Normality as a kind of acceptable and functional oscillation between regulated and unchecked exploitation, is predicated on the capacity of the oscillation to offset the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. If it doesn't, capitalist accumulation initiates a more intense [and more violent: JWM] drive toward the exploitation of human and natural resources (Hage 2017: 61-62).

Hage in conversation with Armiero allows for a revolutionary synthesis with Luxemburg and Said. That’s a mouthful, so let me explain briefly. Hage proceeds from the widely-understood world-historical oscillation between phases of primitive accumulation and expanded reproduction (Arrighi 2010; Harvey 2003). This is necessarily a Civilizing Project that “exports” the contradictions of class and capital to the peripheries – and the frontiers. These contradictions combine the two principal English-language meanings of “waste”: as commons to be enclosed, as pollutants to be dumped. These two meanings emerged during successive capitalist transitions, in the long seventeenth and long nineteenth centuries respectively. For this export to proceed, a sacrifice zone strategy had to be employed.

Waste frontiers do not just happen; they must be created, typically at gunpoint. Historically, this required a practical synthesis of laying waste and deploying “force as a permanent weapon” to restructure Cheap Natures through new rounds of frontier-making (Luxemburg 2003: 351). For this strategy to work, it had to be legitimated; hence successive class-imperial projects to create “the Other” (Said 1978). Legitimated in whose eyes? Imperialists needed little convincing. Their cadres, however, did. These were earlier incarnations of the professional-managerial class; they had to be convinced of imperialism’s virtue as well as its practicality. The problem persists, and Environmentalism is a perfect salve for a troubled PMC conscience today.
What of capitalism’s “normal oscillation”? From the beginning, capitalism worked through Civilizing Projects, from Columbus to Truman’s Developmentalism to the Washington Consensus (Moore 2022d, 2023a). These were premised not merely on the promise of Salvation (or Civilization, or Development…) but also on the management of the zone of Savagery, comprising all those human and extra-human natures that capital needs but cannot pay for, lest the rate of profit slow and disaccumulation threaten (Patel and Moore 2017). Managing sacrifice zones depends, of course, on the maintenance of ideologically persuasive, and materially policed, boundaries between the Civilized and the Savage.

What happens once that sacrifice zone strategy extends to the biosphere? This has already occurred. But its guiding threads are not grasped, as they were by an earlier generation of revolutionaries confronting an earlier moment of planetary enclosure. This was the conclusion of the “new imperialism” of the late nineteenth century. It marked the near-total subordination of extra-European labor and life to imperial domination, formal and de facto. In such a conjuncture, Lenin and Luxemburg argued, the contradictions of the imperialist system were destined to explode into ruinous war between the Great Powers. In short: planetary enclosure led rival imperial-capitalist blocs to pursue by military means what they could not realize through innovation and competition on the world market. A Thirty Years War followed (Moore 2023a).

Today, the Lenin-Luxemburg problem has returned, but with a wrinkle. Not only has American unipolarity generated irresolvable antagonisms with China, its Belt-and-Road ambitions, and the Global South. Unlike a century ago, the exhaustion of Cheap Nature is nearly complete. The nail in the coffin of Cheap Nature is the climate crisis, the terminus of the centuries-long enclosure of the atmospheric commons as a dumping ground for greenhouse gas emissions. Everyone on the left acknowledges the enclosure of the atmospheric commons. Hardly anyone on the left is willing to follow Hage’s tantalizing breadcrumbs. Once the sacrifice zones metastasize, the whole world is opened to “unchecked exploitation, theft, and pillage” (Hage 2017). Few today are willing to emphasize capitalism’s use of “force as a permanent weapon” to enable runaway carbonization; or to link the climate crisis to a new phase of permanent war that accompanies the death throes of monopoly capitalism. Complemented by a new militarization of
geopolitical conflict, planetary management becomes the totalizing management of “savagery” – subordinating humans and the rest of life in pursuit of containing the biospheric crisis while maintaining a starkly unequal class structure.

This line of march allows us to flesh out Foster’s tantalizing conception of the “absolute general law of environmental degradation” (Foster 1992). Three decades ago, Foster observed how capitalism tends towards the “maximum economically feasible levels…. [of] entropic degradation… [for] any given historical phase of [capitalist] development” (ibid., 85). With rising entropy, capital seeks to offload its worst consequences onto the Global South and working classes in the imperialist countries. In this specific sense, entropy as “economic process” can be reversed – temporarily – within the heartlands of accumulation (Georgescu-Roegen 1971). As monopoly capitalism sinks more deeply into its “normal state” – stagnation – new rounds of entropic degradation are effected in capitalist efforts to counter-act that stagnation (Baran and Sweezy; Biel
Increasingly intractable political and economic contradictions follow: "It is a foregone conclusion that the economic repercussions of the second contradiction will grow by leaps and bounds – partly under the pressure of social movements – making nature’s ultimate ‘revenge’ on the accumulation process" (Foster 1992, 85).

The general law of overpollution synthesizes these insights, highlighting three moments. It specifies the relational asymmetry between surplus value and surplus pollution, the latter reckoned as forms of toxification “surplus to” the geobiological capacities to metabolize – and neutralize – wastes of all kinds. Overpollution implicates a tendency...

---

10 This argument bears on a matter that has been subject to considerable – and unfortunately influential – mystification. Malm extracts my world-historical comments on social entropy in characteristically positivist fashion. From our time together in Lund, Malm is well aware that my arguments are a Marxist elaboration of Biel’s (2006) and Hornborg’s (1998) views on the thermodynamics of imperialism. He proposes that I have suggested “entropy is reversible and cyclical” (my words). Having extracted words and alienated them from the geohistorical thesis, Malm then denounces me as an idealist, because “entropy is defined by the second law of thermodynamics precisely as never being that”: reversible. The result is that I posit “no laws of society and no laws of nature” (Malm 2018). This is exceedingly curious to say the least, given a quarter-century of reconstructing socio-ecological patterns and “laws” in the Marxist sense of that term.

What bears emphasis is Malm’s bad faith critique. In the above-quoted passage, I do not specify “entropy” in general, in the sense of the second law of thermodynamics. Malm is either too lazy to see this – I spend the whole book (2015a) laying out the problems of nature “in general” – or is engaged in sectarian behavior. I specify the "economic process" of entropy, drawing on Georgescu-Roegen (1971). This is formulated through a historical and dialectical synthesis of capitalism in the web of life: Malm’s “laws of society and nature,” dialectically grasped. The historical problem of entropy unfolds within historical natures, which operate accordingly to transhistorical “laws” and are, in the same breath, both producers and products of capitalist sociality. As I wrote in Capitalism in the Web of Life, these

historical natures are subject to broadly entropic processes—the degradation of nature—but these are also reversible within certain limits. Much of this reversibility turns on capitalism's frontiers of appropriation. Thus the centrality of the ‘Great Frontier’... [The problem of accumulation crisis is shaped by the] entropy problem: matter/energy move from more useful to less useful forms within the prevailing configuration of the oikeios. The ‘law of entropy’ – whereby ‘all economic process[es]... transform valuable matter and energy into waste’ – operates within specific patterns of power and production. It is not determined by the biosphere in the abstract. From the standpoint of historical nature, entropy is reversible and cyclical—but subject to rising entropy within specific civilizational logics. Capitalism’s logic of appropriating work/energy therefore allows recurrent fixes to rising entropy by locating uncapitalized natures on the frontier (2015a: 84, 97, emphases added).

Now, here is something exceedingly curious. In its broad outlines, my argument is similar to Hornborg’s thesis on the thermodynamics of imperialism and the “export” of entropy from the imperialist centers to the peripheries (1998). My critique of Hornborg is well-known: he abstracts class, capital, and the law of value from the conception of imperialism (Moore 2000b). Malm knows this, and – one would think – would support a critical reformulation of Hornborg’s anti-Marxist position. But Hornborg was Malm’s PhD supervisor and the two have collaborated. It appears that Malm’s “ecological Leninism” operates only when convenient (2020). If he had the courage of his convictions, he would implicate Hornborg for his actual anti-Marxism rather than inventing reasons to read comrades out of Marxism.
towards non-linear shifts in all manner of socio-ecological systems that, in threaten to exceed “maximum economically feasible levels.” Second, it underlines the centrality of frontiers of Cheap Nature – through which every commodity frontier implies a waste frontier – to world accumulation. In so doing, it identifies an unbreakable connection between skyrocketing overpollution and imperial projects of “laying waste.” Third, it identifies the non-linear evolution of overpollution in historical capitalism, such that each new ecological regime not only produces more waste, but qualitatively new and more toxic forms of waste. At the same time, the quantitative growth of pollution – as with carbon dioxide – propels qualitative “state shifts” in the biosphere, with the climate crisis its crowning achievement (Barnosky et al. 2011). All of which, as Foster and O’Connor imagined three decades ago, amplifies the surplus capital problem and sets qualitatively new forms of the class struggle from below and above in motion.

These interpretations crystallize through Marx’s Dialectics 101: substances are not things but relations. What kind of relations? Of the class struggle in the web of life. Carbon dioxide is just a bundle of molecules; only under definite relations of power, profit and life does it become a greenhouse gas. Armiero’s Wasteocene refuses the Popular Anthropocene’s treatment “environmental” problems as managerial tasks independent of its imperialist anti-politics. In arguing that “class matters in the Anthropocene” he opens a fresh interpretive vista: class struggles and imperial power as environment-making processes (Armiero 2020: 6; Moore 2015a).

Toxification is not, then, a capitalist accident but a design. Capitalism forms through strategies of Cheap Nature that activate qualitatively new toxifications, triggering potential “state shifts” at multiple and increasingly global scales. Today, those contradictions can no longer be offset. The waste frontiers overflow – which is to say, they are gone. Their consequences are managed in increasingly violent fashion.

These accumulation strategies necessarily treat landscapes and lifeways as disposable. This sacrifice zone orientation is therefore not only a consequence of economic logic, the default position of critical waste studies. It’s also a constitutive moment; a rule of systemic reproduction that requires and depends upon the creation of wasted people and places. If some toxifications resemble Rob Nixon’s “slow violence,” its underlying conditions rest in empires, their war machines, and their property-making regimes.
(Nixon 2011). Across the long arc of historical capitalism, *this* violence is anything but slow:

The Wasteocene logic which makes someone disposable is older than the steel factory... We should remember the Indigenous people killed without any right to be buried or deprived of their ancestors' burial grounds, the women who disappeared without leaving any traces, the miners who were never recovered from the bowels of the earth, the thousands of migrants dead while crossing the Mediterranean Sea (Armiero 2020: 23).

The Wasteocene’s beating heart is a toxic cocktail: of militarized accumulation, Civilizing Projects, and the ceaseless production of socio-ecological sacrifice zones. This is the Wasteocene logic. Implicit in Armiero’s thesis is the metamorphosis of civilizational logic into world-historical tendency. For every moment of commodification, there is a disproportionately greater moment of potential toxification. *Potential* is important. For capitalism not only activates new *useful* “potentialities slumbering within nature” (Marx 1977: 283). It also awakens other potentialities that challenge the basis of capitalist civilization and its specific articulation of use- and exchange-value through the law of value (Moore 2017e).

**Negative-Value: The Negation of the Negation in the Capitalist World-Ecology**

This latter is negative-value. Negative-value can be understood as the qualitative co-production of limits to capital in the web of life (Moore 2015a). Negative-value is not subtraction; it’s dialectical: a *negation*. Historically, the accumulation of negative-value assumed a latent or potential form. It is increasingly activated through late capitalism’s marriage of productivism, imperialism and the global division of labor. The contradictions are immediate, direct, and deepening in the early twenty-first century.

---

11 “Negation in dialectics does not mean simply saying no, or declaring that something does not exist, or destroying it in any way one likes. Long ago Spinoza said: *Omnis determinatio est negatio* – every limitation or determination is at the same time a negation. And further: the kind of negation is here determined, firstly, by the general and, secondly, by the particular nature of the process” (Engels 1987b: 131).
Negative-value is not a substance that adds to, or subtracts from, “the ecological footprint” or any other, equally wretched, neo-Malthusian concept (Wackernagel and Rees 1998). It’s an emergent process activated by capitalism’s drive to appropriate the biotariat: the unpaid work/energy of planetary life (Collis 2014; Moore 2021d, 2022f). In this process, forms of life are “awakened” such that they are unfixable within the capitalist mode of production. While technological solutions may be possible, they are undeveloped because they are unprofitable – regenerative technological possibilities are either left to languish, or reduced to a narrow, profitable fragment that can be taken straight to market (Goldstein 2018).

Negative-value’s antagonisms can no longer be resolved for two reasons. First, previous imperial fixes have enclosed the terrestrial, atmospheric, aquatic and bodily commons (“wastes) necessary to resolve significant accumulation crises, between the 1550s and the 1970s. These enclosures not only enabled the quantitative expansion of world accumulation. They secured sufficient supplies of specific resources necessary to drive technological change. This is what the history of the steam engine, initially developed at the pit head of coal mines to drain water suggests. Once sufficient to resolve accumulation crisis, these frontiers of Cheap Nature no longer exist (Moore 2014, 2015a).

Second, the long history of enclosure, appropriation, and capitalization has effected the qualitative transformation of planetary life and lifeways. These awaken “slumbering potentialities” in webs of life that increasingly escape capitalist control: the “superweed effect” (Moore 2015a). This intransigence encompasses not only intractable biophysical problems like climate change; they extend to forms of revolutionary politics whose underlying contradictions can no longer be managed. It’s a mistake to separate Nature as the domain of “substance limits” and Society as the zone of “relational limits.” This is the bourgeois separation of the “external and internal forces of development” – born in the sixteenth century and expressing in thought the separation of the re/producer from the

12 The world-ecological reading of “fix” – indicating both a temporary resolution to capitalist crisis and a spatio-temporal arrangement fixed in a specific historical-geographical moment – takes as its point of departure Harvey 1982, elaborated in Moore 2015a.
means of re/production (Levins and Lewontin 1985: 278; Lewontin, Rose and Kamin 1984).

Engels’ ‘revenge of nature’ includes the politics of labor (1987a) – itself a “natural force” as Marx reminds us.\textsuperscript{13} The limits to capitalism are, then, political and ecological at the same time. And it’s here that we find the revolutionary possibilities of movements that seek to “reclaim the commons” – atmospheric, terrestrial, urban, agrarian, reproductive and beyond. For today, in contrast to previous moments, such reclamations can no longer be “fixed” by offloading capitalism’s contradictions onto new subordinated people and places. (That strategy persists, but its geographical basis is exhausted and therefore it cannot re-establish the conditions for renewed accumulation.) This means something elementary but rarely appreciated: the politics of reclaiming the commons has entered into a zero-sum contest with the forces of capital. Such zero-sum situations are fraught with danger – and pregnant with revolutionary possibilities.\textsuperscript{14} The one thing on which capital cannot compromise, given its productive dilapidation and overaccumulated capital (Moore 2021b), is decommodification and democratization.

Negative-value works in a temporally discontinuous – but tendentially rising – form. “Natural delays” (to borrow from Limits) separate the initial enclosure and appropriation from the activation of forms of life increasingly impervious to capitalism’s techno-managerial disciplines: herbicide-resistant superweeds, antibiotic-resistant infections, runaway pandemics, not to mention capitalogenic climate change. In short, negative-value is not arithmetic “–a subtraction” – but a dialectical negation of capitalist Prometheanism. Thus the general law of overpollution’s long arc. The conquest of nature, once realized with ease, is negated. Engels’ “revenge of nature” is in full flower.

The Wasteocene illuminates this tendential activation of the general law of overpollution across the history of capitalism. Many wastes in capitalism are not essentially toxic, and indeed in modest volumes are necessary accompaniments to production. Consider the manure produced by livestock. Under conditions of simple commodity production, a small farmer who builds a moveable cattle pen allows these creatures to fertilize pas-\textsuperscript{13} The phrase recurs throughout Marx’s corpus, see 1973: 612.
\textsuperscript{14} This is the indispensable insight of a now-buried literature, see Paige 1975.
tures. Contrast this with today’s industrial-scale pig farming and the enormous “lagoons” of porcine waste that can and do rupture – producing catastrophic flooding, which is just what happened in eastern North Carolina after 2018’s Hurricane Florence (Bethea 2018).

In the same breath, this quantity-quality transformation of non-toxic waste into rivers of shit is accompanied by another, even more toxic, qualitative transformation. The twentieth century’s petro-chemical revolution directly poisoned humans and other life, as Rachel Carson (1962) made clear six decades ago, to create new profit-making opportunities (Romero 2022; Schindler and Demaria 2020). But these opportunities today generate entropic contradictions that overwhelm capital’s reproduction. Their qualitative contradictions are inducing toxic “state shifts” that cannot be managed or contained in the capitalist world-ecology – although perhaps they could under a different mode of production. In the present conjuncture, capital’s unprecedented penetration of our bodies with plastics, herbicides and pesticides has produced what Shanna Swan calls the “count down” – to an absolute fertility crisis for the human species (Swann and Colino 2021).

In sum, the Wasteocene unfolds qualitatively more toxic and more invasive transformations of planetary life. These invasions are functionally and dialectically joined to capitalism’s absolute general law of overpollution, which compels a disproportionality between capitalization and waste production. For every commodity frontier, there must be a more expansive, and over time, more toxic, waste frontier. For every quantum of surplus value, there must be a greater, and over time, more toxic quantum of surplus pollution. The arc of capitalist development is to pollute – quantitatively and qualitatively

---

15 Important interventions on waste and commodity frontiers include Irvine (2022), Krones 2020, and Schindler and Demaria 2020. Their readings of commodity frontier differ significantly from mine. (This is not to say better or worse in the abstract, only that the alternative conception of commodity frontier signifies a very different set of interpretive tasks and empirical emphases.) Properly identifying capital’s capacity to recycle profitable elements from waste, they identify the latter as a commodity frontier. In my thinking, however, waste frontiers crystallize as the dialectical negation of commodity frontiers. The commodity frontier is a socio-ecological process that generates contradictions that can only be offset through new rounds of geographical expansion and expanded opportunities for accumulation by appropriation. Moreover, commodity frontiers should not be confused with the outer spatial edges of a specific commodity. For me, commodity frontiers are world-historical geographical movements of “mass” primary commodities such as early modern sugar and silver, or oil and gas frontiers in the long twentieth century. See Moore, 2000a, 2003a, 2003b, 2007, 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2010d, 2011, 2021b.
– in ways that exceed the web of life’s capacity to absorb it without inducing one or another “state shift.”

The Wasteocene is consequently something more interesting than the “destruction of nature” – a term Armiero wisely eschews. The Capitalocene’s ecocidal logic of imperial accumulation – from the silver mines of Potosí to American nuclear and chemical warfare in East Asia – did not “destroy the environment.” Environments cannot be destroyed, only their habitability for specific biota (Lewontin and Levins 1997). These imperial practices – of waste and laying waste, creating “wasted people and places” as conditions of endless accumulation – created the environments conducive to successive world hegemonies and a “good business environment” (Moore and Avallone 2022; Moore 2023b; Patel and Moore 2017). Such environment-making dynamics – what I have abbreviated as Cheap Nature – shape who and what is valuable, and who and what will be subject to violent devaluations. These transform webs of life, and they are in turn conditioned by webs of life.

**Conclusion: From the Global Dump to Planetary Socialism**

How does this inform a revolutionary interpretation of capitalist crisis in the planetary inferno? Armiero rightly insists that ours is an epochal “socio-ecological crisis.” But what kind of crisis? Of capitalism or just its neoliberal phase? Of excessive greenhouse gas concentrations? Of class society, or just its capitalist form?

How we answer such questions determines our politics. Identifying a logic and a crisis tendency is a necessary but not sufficient basis for an internationalist and socialist strategy of planetary justice. One’s evaluation of the climate crisis and our political imaginary flow from an assessment of the history: above all, of class society and capitalism in the web of life.

We can ignore those histories, essentially doing away with world-historical movements by conceptual fiat. That’s what the Popular and Critical Anthropocenes do (Moore 2022d, 2023a). But only a revolutionary synthesis – one that fearlessly pursues a “radically honest” assessment of capitalism’s general laws and challenges dogmas at every
turn – will suffice (Williams 1980). Such historical materialist synthesis begins by recognizing how the Wasteocene is a class struggle in the web of life. This snaps into focus, even if Armiero and others (including in my previous work) do not address it, the question of imperialism and the differentiated unity of “laying waste” and “wasting people and places.”

Against the violence of Cheap Nature and its ruthless devaluation of life, we can articulate and advance a socialist alternative that democratizes popular control over the means of investment, re/production, and coercion. This will require, to be sure, not merely political-economic revolution but a cultural revolution too – one that revalues the reproduction of life in diversity, oneness, and harmony. That is not a once-and-for-all event but, as Mao might have said, a continual and continuous class struggle in the web of life. I take this to be Armiero’s dialectical suggestion: in unmasking the agents of the Wasteocene, we open the possibility for revolutionary democratization, revaluing life, land, and labor at the end of the Capitalocene.

Against the Anthropocene’s Limits-to-Growthism, we can chart a different course. With Marx, we may pursue the dialectical interpretation of capitalism’s limits in the web of life. This interpretive vista underlines the centrality of frontiers in counter-acting the tendency for the rate of profit to decline. It’s a dialectical reckoning that focuses on the non-linear relation of waste and Cheap Nature frontiers – zones of minimally-capitalized work, food, energy and raw materials (the Four Cheaps).

Great industrializations are bound to great waves of pollution and toxification. Recall the general law of overpollution’s disproportionality thesis: every quantum of surplus value demands a disproportionally greater quantum of surplus pollution. The geographical expansion of commodity complexes implies – and necessitates – new and expanded waste frontiers. These frontiers are not just places where capital shits – although that’s an element of it. They are zones where capitalism’s entropy is exported (Caffentzis 1980).

Because such exports must be achieved through political and military power, it’s an imperial process. But the export of entropy is not merely the export of thermodynamic problems (Hornborg 1998). It’s a perpetual search to contain the class and capital contradictions of capitalism’s brutal marriage of affluence and effluence. It’s the effort to
contain and manage the mounting contradictions of waste-making and waste-enclosure as negations of the capitalist world-ecology.

New industrializations and new imperialisms are consequently unified from Day One. This is, as we’ve learned, partly because of the endless search for the Four Cheaps. It’s also because turning blood into capital – to borrow Marx’s class poetics – is an alchemy of poisoning human and other bodies, establishing sacrifice zones and populations into which the most toxic forms of waste may be dumped.

So long as waste frontiers could be enclosed, conquered, or otherwise subordinated, the costs of toxification could be effectively externalized. For a long time, various forms of pollution and toxification posed episodic and regional troubles – but no systemic barrier to world accumulation. This was a situation that could not endure. At some point, the waste frontiers would be enclosed and “sinks” would overflow. The damage to human and extra-human life would begin to register on global capital’s ledger.

But it’s not just that the sinks overflow. That’s too linear. The sinks are shattering, imploding. This is because “waste” is not a thing but a relation. Capitalism’s Wasteocene logic brings not just quantitative expansion but qualitative shifts in the biogeography of waste – and therefore the ecologies of empire. The petro-chemical and agricultural revolutions since the 1940s, poisonous hi-tech production, increasingly toxic fossil fuel extraction in coal, oil, and gas (e.g. fracking, mountaintop removal, etc.), the rise of the postwar nuclear power complex – all reveal qualitative transformations of the waste regime in its double register of waste and laying waste. Not to mention the military-industrial complex – in the United States above all – which now ranks among the world’s leading carbon polluters, and infamous for poisoning its own soldiers. (Think: burn pits, depleted uranium, Agent Orange.)

Nowhere is the waste frontier’s non-linear character more evident than in the climate crisis. Here is another narrative struggle. This is not a linear story of the enclosure – and thence closure – of waste frontiers, followed by incrementally rising damages to life and costs to capital. It’s a story of how capitalism’s 500-year Cheap Nature strategy is im-

16 These soldiers are proletarians, many of whom hail from the “wasted” places and populations highlighted by Armiero’s searing indictment of environmental injustice.
ploding – an epochal reversal of the cost-minimization that has underwritten world accumulation since 1492 (Moore 2021b).

Front and center are three contemporary expressions of waste under the general law of overpollution: the imperial-bourgeois enclosure of the atmospheric commons; the prodigious output of greenhouse gases; and laying waste to any who dare challenge American unipolar hegemony. (The Pentagon is the world’s largest institutional emitter of greenhouse gases [Crawford 2019].) The massive expansion of fossil fuel production with the rise of monopoly capitalism in the late nineteenth century reveals the qualitative shift in stark relief: the movement from pollution as waste problem to overpollution as a key element in capitalogenic planetary crisis. The waste/laying waste dialectic was again fundamental. Monopoly capitalism was not merely an economic movement of the “second industrial revolution” but a “new imperialism” underscored by the Scramble for Africa (Platt 1968).

The final enclosure of the Global Dump, as Armiero puts it, is the relational limit of Cheap Pollution: the epochal activation of negative-value in politics, soils and crops, the climate. This does not put an end to capitalism’s business as usual. Capital continues to pursue militarized accumulation even as its capacity to revive the conditions of world accumulation wanes. Here is the Great Involution. Absent new frontiers, capital’s contradictions turn inwards, yielding an unprecedented onslaught of toxification and violence which also – as in Geertz’s famous formula – suppresses labor productivity and induces a reproduction crisis of labor: biotariat and proletariat in uneven combinations (1963, 58ff).

Why this should be so is straightforward: capitalism’s business as usual, its ensemble of technical innovation, militarized accumulation, and Cheap Nature flowed through the Great Frontier. Those frontier movements enabled imperial bourgeoisies to check the tendency towards the rising costs of production, and to contain the dangerous classes set in motion by industrialization and imperialist superexploitation. Its closure represents a quantity-quality tipping point: an epochal crisis of capitalism.

Capitalism is now activating new “potentialities slumbering in nature” (back again to Marx). The web of life, poisoned, dominated, and managed since 1492, is in open revolt. The capitalist world-ecology, it turns out, makes not only the proletariat – but also
the biotariat – the gravediggers of the bourgeoisie. Whether or not the One Percent will morph into a post-capitalist, techno-authoritarian ruling class – one suggested by the Davos Project and its Great Reset – is up for grabs (Moore 2022e, 2023b). So too is a planetary socialism that takes to heart Marx’s insistence on the differentiated unity of the “soil and the worker.” But to think that capitalism can weather the storms of the planetary inferno – driven by Wasteocene’s logic and amplified by the end of Cheap Nature – is, truly, to endow capitalism with supernatural powers.

The alternative? As Armiero proposes, we must confront the mystifications served up by the Popular Anthropocene’s “invisibilization and normalization” of capitalism’s imperial-bourgeois logic (2020: 26). The narrative struggle is a class struggle. But confronting is too vague. It allows for moral outrage but offers no guiding thread.

Here’s my contribution. The struggle against the Capitalocene and its Wasteocene trajectory of laying waste to people and places must join support of concrete working class struggles with a ruthless critique of the bourgeois Environmental Imaginary and its conditions of reproduction, inside and outside the academy. We might begin to discuss openly how the Knowledge Factory does more than train and socialize new workers (Aronowitz 2001; Thompson 1970); it manufactures consent, providing either Good Science to allow for the management of the savages, or fragmented knowledges whose cultural priority is the erasure of class, work, and capital from our interpretive vistas.

When the Popular Anthropocene insists that the problem is ineffective management and irrational resistance to Good Science rather than a crisis of democracy and imperialist forever wars, it is performing the work assigned to it by the dominant structures of knowledge and its institutional masters. We must find ways to liberate – and reimagine – the “means of mental production.” We must recognize the imperative to create institutional liberated zones capable of generating revolutionary thought for a revolutionary consciousness of capitalism in its Zombie phase: dead but moving, and very deadly.

Seizing the means of mental production may be a good slogan, but it has to be more than that. Bourgeois-PMC hegemony in the knowledge factory fragments the possibilities for an internationalist critique of capital. It is possible that recent labor unrest in the American university system signals, at long last, a working-class challenge to decades of neoliberal degradation. Does it also signal a moment of reconstructive pos-
sibility for alliances between intellect workers and wider struggles for socialism and planetary justice? It is of course too soon to tell. But there is an opening.

How we take advantage of this moment is decisive. Against the tide of the “critical” intelligentsia born of the neoliberal transition, we can advance the argument that the climate crisis calls for internationalism – in our method, theory, and action – as never before. I’ve called this the internationalism of the planetary proletariat, unifying the differentiated but common relations of work under capitalism, carried out by human and extra-human nature, paid and unpaid (Moore 2022e). This is central to transcending the Wasteocene logic. Its sacrifice zone dialectic – of waste and laying waste – can only be adequately grasped as an internationalist strategy on the part of imperial capital.

Capitalism’s negation requires an even grander internationalism and a more-than-human solidarity. Meanwhile, methodological nationalism is everywhere: from workerist “ecological Leninism” to woke ethno-nationalisms. Such analytics, and the politics they inform, will not be adequate to the task of revolutionary internationalism. With Lenin, we can understand the struggle against imperialism as fundamental to the socialist project (Heron and Dean 2022) – a struggle that includes the violence of imperialist state-formation and its expression in methodological nationalism. The intellectual alternative is a ruthlessly dialectical and historical methodological internationalism, one that informs and expresses the standpoint of the planetary proletariat: proletariat, femitariat, and biotariat. Only such a flexible and solidaristic standpoint can grasp the combined and uneven dynamics of accumulation and class struggle amidst the present epochal transition. To borrow from Samir Amin (2018), that transition may be “decadent” (from above) or “revolutionary” (from below). But without a triple critique of knowledge in the knowledge factory, ideology, and world-praxis of the imperial bourgeoisie, it will never be anything but decadent.
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